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PART - A

Answer all questions. Each carries 1 mark :

Max. Marks : 80

'1. Check whether the differential 3cosxdy+sinydx is exact.

2. Give the Taylor series expansion of a function f(x, y) of two variables in x and y
about a point (x1, y1)

3. Write the sufficient condition for which a point (x, y) to be a stationary point of
the function f(x, y).

234. Evaluate llxyzax ay .

11

5. Write a Jacobian of the transformation V=f (x, y) v =g(x,y) with respectto x
and y.

P.T.O.



't 21

6. The value of J llxy2zdxdydz is .

100

7, Write the value of the constant r(1/ 2) .

8. Write the relation between a Bela and Gamma integrals.

9. The value of B(5, 3) is .

10. The value of I'(5) ,s. (10 x 1 = l0 Marks)

PART _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks,

11. tl f (tl=t2 9 (f ) = f ; finO the rate of dG, y)=1+ xy with respect to 6.

12. Find the total derivative ol f (x,y)-x2 +xay wilh respect to x given that y=x2.

1 3. Check wheth et 2xqdx ) x2zdz + x2 ydz is exacl.

14. Find the critical points of the tunctions f (x, y1 = y3 y2(1 - x - y') .

15 Evaluate llWaxav over the region jn the positive equation for which i-[r,
16. Find the moment ot inertia of a uniform rectangular lamina of mass M with sides 1

a and b about one of sides of length a.

17. Evaluate ltxyaydx where R is the region bounded by the x-axis, the ordinate
R

x - za and the parabola x2 = 4ay , a > Q.

18. Prove that p(m+1,n)+p(m,n+11= p(m,n).

19. Establish the symmetry rotation between the variables of a beta function.

20. Find the value of p(1,112).
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21. Proverhar i-iL G tttt4)'- i"lt-r' 4 t(3t4)

22. provethat.[n* t)'t gs "en-i t

\ 2) f't' where n is a positive integer'

(8x2=16Marks)

PART - C

Answer any six questions. Each question canies 4 marks.

23. For thefuncti ons Ilx,y)12x3y2+a veri[r *=*axAy AyAx

24. Find the points on the surface z2 = xy , 1 that are nearest to the origin.

25. A rectangular box open at the top is to have a volume of 32 cubic uniis. Find the
dimen$ions of the box requiring the least material for this constructions.

26. Find the area of the elli 0". 4 ,1=,.
a'

27. Evaluate t =[llxydxdydz where R is the positive octant of the sphere
R

x2 -y2.tz2 =a2.

28. tf R is the region bounded by the planes x=0, D=0, z=a and the cylinder

x2.+y2 =.1, evaluate the integral l[Jxy zdxdy by changing it into cylindrical
;R

coordinates.

2s. Prove that .(1) = "A. \2)
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30. Prove the duplication formula rtrl.(r.].)= fir rrn,

'|

31. Express the integral !x^(-x'1c6^ in terms of the beta functions and hence
0

1

evatuate 
J 

x7 ('1- x4 )3 dx .

0

(6x4=24Marks)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. lf x = eu cos1,y = e' sin? then show that the relation

a2a a2d " " ( a't a2f )
auz aez 'lt'x' 6y')

33. (a) Evaluate ll{x*V)'axaV where R is the region bounded by the circle
R

x2tv2=a2.

(b) Evaluate ii{ Or* by changing the order ol integration.
ox I

34. (a) Using kipple integrals, find the volume of the cube
(x, u, z\:0 < xyz < a" I a > 0.

(b) Find the volume of the half sphere [x,y,z)10<x2 *y2 +22 <a2,zr0l.
1

35. (a) Prove thal B(m; n)= lx'-1 11- x'1n-1 dx .

0

/ 1\ .l;(b) Prove that F(n) rl n+; l=---r"- [(2n).'' \ 2) ,2n-1

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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